Both PKMζ and KIBRA are closely related to reference memory but not working memory in a T-maze task in rats.
Protein kinase M zeta (PKMζ) and the kidney and brain protein (KIBRA) play important roles in various forms of memories. However, whether they are involved in performing the T-maze task is still unknown. In this study, the delayed nonmatch-to-sample (DNMS) task in a T-maze was given to rats. The percentage of correct choices denoting the performance accuracy was calculated and the protein levels of PKMζ and KIBRA in rat's prefrontal cortex were measured. The results showed significantly increased performance accuracy after the training phase, which was maintained on the next day in groups with a delay of 10 s but not 30 s, indicating that 30 s is too long for rats to maintain working memory. As for the expressions of PKMζ and KIBRA, significant increases were observed 1 day after the training phase, indicating that the formation of reference memory accompanies an increase in PKMζ and KIBRA. No significant difference was found among groups with various delay intervals, indicating that the expressions of PKMζ and KIBRA exert no effects on the performance of working memory. These results provide the first evidence that KIBRA as well as PKMζ is closely related to reference memory but not working memory in rats.